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I.

Abstract
The growth of targeted drug delivery methods in modern cancer treatments has been the

result of an increase in the quantity of drugs available, which is directly affected by the methods
used in drug development. These drugs vary in size, shape, and mechanism of operation, so the
characterizing techniques used must be adaptable to a variety of particle types. In this thesis, a
variety of complex nanostructures were synthesized and characterized using dynamic light
scattering (DLS), which is a rapid, non-destructive, and simply-operated size characterization
method that does not introduce artifacts from sample preparation. The DLS data was then
analyzed to spot trends among the sample varieties that could potentially be used to characterize
particle shapes. A foundation was laid for future works developing a computational model to
characterize shape based on DLS size distribution data alone.
II.

Introduction
A.
Background & Motivation
In the United States, cancer is the second leading cause of death overall, triggering 21.8%

of 2016 mortalities across all races, genders, and age groups.1 Accordingly, the scientific
community has been hard at work to synthesize an array of solutions, some of which work alone,
but many of which are designed to be collaborative with other drugs and treatment methods.2
Thanks to these constant improvements in treatment methods, between 1999 and 2015, cancer
rates decreased 1.4% in women and 1.8% in men.3 These methods range from vaccines to
adoptive T-cell therapy and can be combined, like with radiation and CTLA-4 to treat melanoma
or, as in a study by Pathak, et al., by combining an array of chemotherapeutics with antiinflammatory agents, and radiation to build its multimodal therapy.2,4 In particular, a great deal
of research has been done recently to develop methods of targeted drug delivery, a promising
treatment method that has the potential to increase the potency of the treatment without
increasing the side effects the patient must endure.5
In targeted drug delivery, the mechanism of targeting varies from type to type, but the
core process is the same: a nanoparticle is synthesized with properties designed to leverage the
weaknesses of tumors. These nanoparticles (NPs) can be designed to change shape or size with a
change in pH, to increase the quantity of reactive oxygen species within the tumor cells in
response to light, or to modify the DNA of the cancer cells, among many other possible
3

mechanisms.2,4–7 A constant across all of these mechanism types is the importance of NP size; in
creating NPs for targeted drug delivery purposes, NP size is one of the most important factors to
consider, as it directly impacts the success of the treatment.8–11 If the NP is smaller than 20nm in
diameter, the immune system can easily dispose of the particle; if the NP is larger than 200nm in
diameter, it is too large to enter tumor vasculature, disrupting the mechanism of most targeted
drug delivery treatments.11,12 Thus, accurate characterization of NP sizes is a cornerstone for
targeted drug delivery treatment development.
Successful characterization of NP size is simple for spherical particles, for which there
are a number of characterization options, including various cheap and simple-to-use methods
involving light scattering.9,13–15 However, there is a growing need for accurate size
characterization of non-spherical NPs, as these NPs can be the product of hybrid or multicomponent NPs which are tailored to more effectively accomplish a specific purpose.5,16–21 There
are several advantages to choosing non-spherical NP shapes, not least of which being their
customizable nature.5,7,12,22–24 Multiple sub-particles can be combined to make the treatment NPs,
resulting in structures like those shown below in Figure 1.

Figure 1 – Some of the most common and useful non-spherical NP shapes19,25–28
By combining multiple sub-particles, the final NPs can be tailored to have specific
desirable traits, such as pH responsiveness, photosensitivity, and high levels of reactivity.10,29–32
These traits can work together to effectively eliminate the tumor cells. Without accurate size
characterization methods, successfully developing these non-spherical NPs to fall within the
specified size range can be difficult if not impossible, since size is one of the most fundamental
factors in a NP treatment’s success in infiltrating the tumor cells.
In characterizing non-spherical NPs, one of the most effective and popular methods is
transmission electron microscopy (TEM).28,33,34 Although TEM is a powerful tool for
conclusively determining the shapes of NPs, the instruments can cost over $100,000, they are
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time consuming to use (which limits the quantity of data that may be processed for a given
sample), they are destructive to the sample, and they only provide 2-dimensional analysis of the
particle shapes.33 Although such equipment has proven indispensable in the high-level research
involved in finalizing a cancer drug, more preliminary research does not require such precision.
In fact, since many research groups do not have access to the state-of-the-art equipment afforded
to large Research I universities and national labs, these groups are limited to performing
preliminary research with simple equipment setups. In these research settings, even though there
is not access to such equipment as the above, the research performed is still held to the same
standards for validity, putting smaller research groups at a stark disadvantage. However, it is
possible that with the right tools, these groups could still produce meaningful research without
requiring prohibitively expensive equipment. Additionally, DLS is advantageous because exactly
the same sample may be measured repeatedly with no sacrifice in sample quality. DLS also does
not require any significant sample preparation; TEM however requires that samples be put on a
slide, which eliminates the sample for repeated use, and may require the use of cell staining,
which introduces an additional variable to the experiment.
For spherical nanoparticles, dynamic light scattering (DLS) is a cheap and reliable
method of size characterization that is common, if not fundamental, in most nano-scale
characterization labs. If a computational model could be created to work in tandem with DLS
size measurements to navigate the complexities of NP shape, such a model would likely be
indispensable for many of the mentioned smaller nano-scale characterization labs. The purpose
of this thesis is to set the experimental foundation for a larger project which will attempt to
establish the suggested model by analyzing the DLS size characterization outputs for a selection
of similar but varying non-spherical NPs, detecting any trends apparent from the data, and using
the data as a basis for the computational model.
B.
DLS Background
Dynamic light scattering (DLS) is the preferred characterization method for this project
because it requires minimal sample preparation and does not modify the sample by taking a
measurement, unlike other characterization methods which can require time-consuming
preparation techniques and may employ destructive mechanisms of characterization.9,15,35
Additionally, DLS instruments are generally cheap to operate, requiring only electricity, and are
cheaper than some higher end characterization instruments, such as transmission electron
5

microscopy (TEM) and freeze-fracture electron microscopy.15,35 These reasons combine to mean
that DLS characterization is one of the most financially and operationally approachable methods
for small labs and would thus be best suited to achieve the goal of this project.
1.
Mechanisms of DLS
In short, DLS works by shining a laser through a liquidous sample of NPs, recording how
the light scatters, and using that information to computationally determine the size (or zeta
potential) of the sample. The instrument takes advantage of the random motion inherent to any
particle above the temperature absolute zero; this random motion is known as Brownian
Motion.9,13,14,34 The speed of the Brownian Motion exhibited by a particle is directly related to
the particle’s size. The smaller the particle, the faster it moves among the particles of the solvent;
similarly, the larger the particle, the slower it moves among the solvent particles.9,13 This
relationship is mathematically defined by the Stoke-Einstein equation, shown below as Equation
1.9,13
𝑑𝐻 =

𝑘𝐵 𝑇
3𝜋𝜂𝐷

[1]

In this equation, 𝑘𝐵 is the Boltzmann constant, which equals 1.38064852ᴇ-23 J/K, 𝑇 is
the temperature, 𝜂 is the absolute viscosity, 𝐷 is the translational diffusion coefficient, and 𝑑𝐻 is
the hydrodynamic diameter. With 𝑇 known, the sample’s viscosity can be determined, which
only leaves the diffusion coefficient to be measured by the DLS instrument. This value is
measured using some type of photon counting device, which is often positioned at a 173° angle
from the laser entering the sample, the setup required for backscatter detection.13 The photon
counter is directly connected to a correlator, which converts the raw intensity data of the
scattered light into size data using cumulant and distribution analysis. The cumulant analysis
obtains overall data such as the mean size (denoted z-average) and sample polydispersity index
(PDI); the z-average value calculated by cumulant analysis is less applicable for more disperse
samples.9,13 Distribution analysis, however, accounts for the whole spread of intensity data
across the measured range of particle sizes. The raw data is converted to usable peaks via
distribution algorithms; the algorithm used in this project was the general purpose algorithm,
which works best for samples of unknown shape and size distributions.13 The size distribution
data can be converted to three forms: intensity, volume, and number.
6

The intensity-based size distribution graph can be directly created from the collected light
intensity data, which is why many consider it the primary form of DLS size data, with volume
and number distributions only used relatively.9,13,14 However, since the intensity data is collected
by measuring the speed of variation in photon reflection, larger particles that move slower can
have a lasting effect on the recorded intensity, causing the intensity distribution to weight heavily
towards the larger particles.9,13 Thus, there is still value in the volume and number distributions,
even though those must be derived from the intensity data using the approximate model
established by Mie theory. This model requires knowing (or approximating) the particle
absorption and particle refractive index values in order to find the volume and number
distributions.9,13–15 Once calculated, the volume distribution corresponds to the mass distribution
of the NPs across the size range, and the number distribution corresponds to the count of NPs
across the size range.13
2.
Applying DLS
In order to lay a foundation for how DLS could be combined with computational analysis
to provide approximate particle shape data, it is necessary to review how light scattering
techniques have been used in previous studies to obtain particle shape.
A study by Pencer, et al. used DLS in combination with static light scattering (SLS),
which characterizes a sample by measuring the light scattering at a variety of angles, rather than
over time, like DLS.14,15 This study focused on the shape characterization of pure lipid
membranes called vesicles and determined that “a combined analysis of SLS and DLS data
provides a unique determination of vesicle shape, size, and size distribution”.15 Another study by
Martchenko, et al., which used magnetic NPs similar to those used in this project, used TEM to
determine the particle shape and thus the corresponding hydrodynamic model to apply in order to
obtain the translational and rotational diffusion coefficients from the DLS data.21 A study by
Abdelmohsen, et al. used a combination of multi-angle light scattering (MALS) and quasi-elastic
light scattering (QELS) (both of which operate on many of the same principles as DLS) to
characterize the shapes of sphere, disc, and rod-shaped NPs; their study also used TEM and
cryogenic-TEM to establish the NP shapes to best confirm the results of the light scattering
characterizations.36 Additionally, a study by Zheng, et al. examined the reliability of DLS as a
characterization technique, establishing that factors such as sample concentration and the
incident laser power can significantly alter the intensity and size data collected by the DLS.35
7

It is important to note that in none of the reviewed applications of DLS in shape
characterization was it used alone. In these past studies, DLS has always been paired with other
characterization methods to either create or confirm shape data. However, the purpose of this
project is to investigate how DLS might be used as a stand-alone characterization, paired only
with post-characterization computational analysis of the intensity, number, and volume
distribution data as well as the cumulant analysis collected.
It is hypothesized that by studying values such as the polydispersity and the distribution
of peaks in the intensity, number, and volume plots, the DLS data could be self-sufficient in
providing approximate particle shape data.
C.
Description of Chosen Nanostructures
In this study, the NPs analyzed were core-shell hybrid NPs made of an iron oxide (IO)
core surrounded by a layer of polyethyleneimine (PEI) to change the IO core from hydrophobic
to hydrophilic so it could best bond with the outermost layer of precious metal, either Pt or Au.
These NPs were made as representative samples of non-spherical NPs. The core-shell structure
lends itself to more spherical NP shapes, so it was expected that these NPs would be better suited
to approach the challenges of shape characterization than particles with less regular shapes.
Additionally, these NPs are already being tested for a variety of applications, including plant
fertilization, catalysis, and targeted drug delivery. In particular, the targeted drug delivery
applications for these NPs are of interest because of the critical size constraints that limit the
NPs. In brief, if the NPs are smaller than 20nm in diameter, the immune system can easily
dispose of them; if the NPs are larger than 200nm in diameter, they are too large to enter tumor
vasculature, which prevents them from carrying out the intended therapy.11,12
In addition to the primary purpose of this thesis, which is to lay the foundation for a
computational method of shape characterization using DLS data, a secondary goal is to
manipulate these hybrid NPs and observe the DLS data for trends. It was suspected that the
proportion between the volume of IO and the volume of Pt or Au added to the NP synthesis
would impact the final size and/or shape of the NPs. Accordingly, the samples were made with
varying IO:Pt/Au proportions. Below, Table 1 details the proportions chosen and the volumetric
concentration of Pt or Au in each sample.
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Table 1 – The given names and proportion for the samples created for this thesis
Name
IO Stock
Pt/Au:IO
0:1
Proportions
Concentration 0%
% of Pt/Au

1:100
1:100

1:50
1:50

1:25
1:25

1:10
1:10

1:5
1:5

Reduced
1:0

1%

2%

4%

10%

20%

100%

Table 1 defines the composition for all of the samples that were created for this thesis
project; although an attempt was made to ensure the figures are clear about the compositions of
the samples to which the data refers, it may still be helpful to reference Table 1 for ultimate
clarity.
III.

Materials and Methods
A.
Materials
The materials used were as follows: iron(III) acetylacetonate (Fe(acac)3, 99%, Alfa

Aesar), hexane (99%, Sigma-Aldrich), polyethyleneimine (PEI, Mw 60 kDa, 50% aq., Alfa
Aesar), deionized (DI) water, platinum (Hexachloroplatinic(IV) acid solution about 10%, 3.8%
Pt, Sigma-Aldrich, and gold (Gold (III) chloride hydrate, 99.99%, Sigma-Aldrich).
B.
Synthesis
The iron oxide (IO) core-shell NPs were built from a phase-changed solution of iron
oxide nanospheres. To create that phase-changed solution, first an organic-phase solution was
created by mixing 1 part by volume IO NPs (already created using thermal decomposition, as
described in published literature) to 25 parts by volume hexane (99%, Sigma-Aldrich), then
sonicating the solution for 10 minutes24. To change the phase of the iron oxide nanospheres from
hydrophobic to hydrophilic, 1mL of the organic-phase iron oxide nanosphere stock solution plus
0.5g PEI (polyethyleneimine) plus 5mL DI water in a 20mL vial, sonicated for 1 hour. After
letting the solution sit for 1 day, the water-soluble solution was retrieved from under the top
organic layer.23,37–39
Next, the Pt and Au stock solutions must be made in preparation for the hybrid NP
synthesis. For the Pt stock solution, 0.1mL of the H2PtCl6 solution, as-is from Sigma-Aldrich,
was added to 5mL of DI water, and the solution was mixed under UV light for 30 minutes. For
the Au stock solution, 0.005g of HAuCl4*xH2O was added to 5mL of DI water and mixed well.
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Once the phase-change solution has been created, the Pt-IO and Au-IO hybrid NPs can be
synthesized. To synthesize the hybrid NPs, first the phase-changed IO NP solution was sonicated
for 10 minutes, then 0.5mL of it was combined with 0.1mL of the stock solution of either Pt or
Au, depending on which hybrid NPs were being made. The vial was put onto a rotator and
rotated under UV light for 30 minutes.17,24
In making the hybrid NPs, the ratio of the volume of Pt/Au used to the volume of the
phase-changed IO solution used was varied according to Table 1, above.
C.
Data Collection
Once the samples were synthesized, the size data of each sample was collected using the
Litesizer 500 particle analyzer (Anton Paar) at room temperature. The Litesizer operates using
dynamic light scattering (DLS), as described in the introduction above. For each sample, the size
data was collected at least three times, with additional measurements taken as necessary to
account for potentially erroneous data.
To test for sample stability over time, some samples were re-measured 1.5 months after
their synthesis and initial measurement. In these instances, the samples were sonicated for 10
minutes each prior to the measurement of the sample; all samples were measured in triplicate.
D.
Data Processing
The data was processed using Microsoft Excel, making particular use of the Query, Pivot
Table, and Pivot Chart functionalities of the program to consolidate the individual spreadsheets
made with each new DLS measurement. Sets of data for the same sample taken on the same day
were averaged together, and the data were analyzed for trends using the intensity, volume, and
number types of DLS size analysis.
IV.

Results and Discussion
The DLS measurements of the samples specified in Table 1 were taken in a random order

and in triplicate. Additionally, some of the measurements were taken on two separate days,
months apart, to analyze how the NP sizes are impacted over time. In Table 2 below, the overall
average hydrodynamic diameters and polydispersity indices (PDI) are recorded, created by
averaging all the measurements taken for each sample, across dates (averaging fresh and aged
sample data together).
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Table 2 – A summary of the hydrodynamic diameters and polydispersity indices found for each
sample.
Au
Pt
Iron Oxide Stock
Pt/Au Concentration Hydrodynamic diameter (nm) PDI (%) Hydrodynamic diameter (nm) PDI (%) Hydrodynamic diameter (nm) PDI (%)
0%
327.22
21.15
1%
212.50
25.63
357.05
24.30
2%
209.04
26.08
195.00
25.71
4%
192.63
25.59
203.77
26.96
10%
154.93
25.04
241.92
27.44
20%
157.02
24.84
189.41
24.67
100%
23354.50
38.57
32485.24
40.18

In Table 2, it is important to note that with the exception of the 100% Au and 100% Pt
samples, the PDI is below 30%, meaning that the overall variation in the sizes of the NPs per
sample was never more than the maximum
variation acceptable for the application.
Peak: 331.6nm

The 0% Pt/Au concentration data was
PDI: 21.15%

collected by conducting the same synthesis
process as used to create the Pt-IO and Au-IO
hybrid NPs but without adding Pt or Au, creating
the core IO NPs alone. These NPs were
characterized using the DLS. Figure 2, right,
presents the intensity, volume, and number-based
charts depicting the distribution of the particles

Peak: 354.2nm

along the various hydrodynamic diameters.
Notice that the sizes detected are mostly uniform,
ranging from approximately 130nm to 690nm for
all three distributions. This uniformity of peaks is
valuable in characterizing the Pt/Au hybrid NPs
because it indicates that the IO NPs alone will not

Peak: 243.2nm

aggregate beyond the shown size range.
Additionally, these sizes are larger than the sizes
shown below in the hybrid NPs, suggesting that
the interactions between IO and Pt/Au limit the
aggregation of the hybrid NPs, tailoring the size
to be smaller.

Figure 2 – Hydrodynamic diameter
distributions of seed iron oxide NPs
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It was also valuable to analyze the
trends in the peak and average sizes for each
sample with regards to intensity, volume,
and number measurements. The peak
measurements were determined as the NP
size with the highest associated intensity,
volume, or number, respectively. The
average sizes for each sample were
determined using the cumulative data for
each sample, which listed the D10, D50, and
D90 sizes, correlating to the 10%, 50%, and
90% points along a standard distribution
curve of the diameters measured. Thus, the
D50 values represent the average
hydrodynamic diameter values determined
by the root intensity data. To most clearly
represent the differences between the peak
hydrodynamic diameter values and the
D50/average values, this data was graphed
for the intensity, volume, and number values
as a trend against the changing
concentration of either Pt or Au right in
Figure 3.
In Figure 3, it is clear to see that
although the specific values found for each
individual concentration varied a bit
between the D50 and the peak sizes, the
trends across all of the samples were very
similar for the D50 and peak size data. That

Figure 3 – Trends in the intensity, volume, and
number-based peak and average particle
measures, correlating to the concentration of Pt
or Au in each NP sample

similarity indicates that the average sizes of the range of particle sizes is close to the particle
sizes with the highest intensity of laser scattering, which suggests that the particle sizes are fairly
12

normal in their distributions. Statistically normal distributions of hydrodynamic diameters
suggest that the sizes measured are likely uniform overall and may be close to spherical. It may
be speculated that non-spherical particles would result in a multi-peak size distribution, with one
peak representing the hydrodynamic diameter associated with one major dimension, and the
other peak(s) associated with the other dimension(s).
The data shown in Table 2 and Figure 3 is important for describing overall trends in the
sample set. However, it is also important to become more familiar with trends in the individual
samples, since these individual sample trends are what will eventually be used to determine the
shape of the NPs through computational means. In particular, the standard deviation of the size
distribution data is an indicator of the consistency of the size peak data.
Below, Figure 4 shows how standard deviation changes over the range of particle sizes
determined by intensity, volume, and number data. The error bars represent the standard
deviation, calculated by comparing the value for each point across the three trials for the Au
reduced NPs.
By looking at the charts in Figure 4, a clear correlation can be drawn between the
intensity, volume, and number distributions, especially regarding the peaks at approximately
1nm, the “small” peak, and the peaks ranging from approximately 300-3000nm, the “large”
peak. Notice that the relative frequency % for the “small” peak increases going from intensity to
number, while the frequency % for the “large” peak decreases. This change supports the
hypothesis that the intensity chart would most emphasize the large particles while the number
chart would most emphasize the small particles.
When considering how to characterize the shapes of the NPs described by Figure 4, all
three distributions must be considered collectively. For instance, on the number distribution, look
at the peaks at approximately 140nm and 650nm. These peaks indicate that these sizes had
relatively high counts compared with neighboring sizes. In the volume distribution, these same
sizes show up only as subtle peaks, indicating that although there may have been a relatively
large number of particles with these hydrodynamic diameters, these particles did not substantiate
more of the volume of the sample than did other sized particles. Moving to the intensity
distribution, it appears that particles with hydrodynamic diameters around 140nm and 650nm are
merely part of a larger trend, indicating that the collective population of large particles created
13

the wide peak, irrespective of the volumetric
quantities or counts of the constituent particle
Peak: 708.7nm

sizes. The high standard deviations seen in the
PDI: 38.57%

intensity distribution are likely a reflection of
the inconsistent photon reflections that created
the intensity curve shown. In fact, the standard
deviations above particles with hydrodynamic
diameters of approximately 200nm and higher
are generally larger standard deviations than

Peak: 105.3nm

most other standard deviations shown (the
exception being in the volume distribution,
where the measured frequency % of volume
associated with the small NPs varies
significantly more than that associated with the
large NPs). This increase in standard deviation
suggests that particles above 200nm in

Peak: 63.04nm

hydrodynamic diameter may be exhibiting
aggregation.
It is worth remembering that the sample
analyzed in Figure 4 is one of the two 100%
concentration samples; these samples have the
highest variability in sizes and may be
concluded to have the highest particle
aggregation. Thus, although the Au Reduced

Figure 4 – visualization of the standard
deviation trends across the range of
particle sizes using intensity, volume, and
number data for the Au reduced NPs

NPs sample shown in Figure 4 is a good
example of how standard deviation can impact the conclusions made about a size distribution,
that sample is not representative of the types of trends evident in other samples. For an example
that is more characteristic of the peaks and standard deviations found with a typical sample,
Figure 5 below shows how the 1:5 Au:IO sample compared over the span of approximately 1
month of aging. Shortly before collecting the data, the sample was sonicated for 10 minutes to
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reintegrate any particles that may have fallen out of solution or settled to the bottom of the
sample; sonication was standard practice for characterizing samples over 1 week old.

Peak: 190.5nm

Peak: 178.2nm

PDI: 24.26%

PDI: 25.13%

Peak: 77.51nm
Peak: 17.24nm

Peak: 54.76nm

Peak: 12.22nm

Figure 5 – The impacts of time on the size distribution and standard deviations for
the 1:5 Au-IO sample
Above in Figure 5, the overall intensity distribution curve did not change shape or shift
after the time delay, indicating that the samples likely maintained their sizes over the month. The
volume curves show that after the month of aging, the mass fraction of NPs attributed to the
larger original peak decreases to almost nothing. Similarly, the number count of particles in the
larger size peak goes down significantly, causing the peak associated with the smaller NPs to
have a higher percent frequency. These decreases in larger sizes could be an indication of the
15

aging process of the samples but could also be related to something about the method of
characterizing the samples. Sonication in particular may be the step that decreases the size of
larger particles. Through agitating the sample using sound waves, sonication increases the
number of particle-particle interactions, which can break down larger particles or cause
aggregation, depending on the particles in question.13 The trends in Figure 5 suggests that for
these NPs, sonication breaks down the larger particles. Focusing on the DLS data from the day
the sample was new (left), again it is clear that the intensity distribution weights the largest
particles the most while the number distribution weights the smallest particles the most. All three
distributions have a peak around the 136nm tick mark, but going from intensity to volume to
number, the value for the peak hydrodynamic diameter decreases with each distribution. The
clear bimodal distribution seen in the volume and number graphs suggest that these may be
either two distinct particle sizes or two dimensions of a single type of non-spherical particle. It
was hypothesized that the curve observed for the different dimensions of a non-spherical particle
would have a higher minimum frequency in between the two peaks, since the light scattering
occurring when the particle is at an unusual angle relative to the laser would likely determine a
hydrodynamic diameter between the sizes of the primary dimensions. Thus, it may be supposed
that the bimodal distribution in Figure 5 corresponds with two distinct NP sizes in the sample,
prompting questions about how and why such a distribution occurs.
To better tell whether the observed trends in Figure 5 are specific to the Au IO NPs or are
also part of the Pt IO NPs distributions, look to Figure 6, below, which compares the 1:5 Pt IO
sample data when the sample was fresh and when the sample was over 1 month old.
Similar to the data shown in Figure 5, in Figure 6 it is observed that the aged 1:5 Pt IO
sample produced almost the same size distributions as the original. In total, the main differences
from month to month was the growth of the peak at approximately 2000nm, which differs from
the 1:5 Au IO sample, which decreased in large particle peak frequencies. The peak at
approximately 2000nm is evident most in the intensity and volume distributions but is also
visible to a lesser extent in the number distribution. This increase in larger particles means the
NPs are aggregating over time, though not significantly. Though, as with the Au IO NPs, it may
be speculated that the sonication step prior to characterizing old NPs may be causing changes to
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the samples, specifically aggregation in this case. If further aggregation is observed, it may be
worthwhile to try filtering the samples to remove aggregates prior to measurement or use.

Peak: 223.1nm

Peak: 209.5nm

PDI: 24.88%

PDI: 24.26%

Peak: 105.4nm

Peak: 112.6nm

Peak: 76.61nm

Peak: 79.38nm

Figure 6 - The impacts of time on the size distribution and standard deviations
for the 1:5 Pt-IO sample
In an effort to investigate the impact of sonication on the characterization of the Au-IO
and Pt-IO 1:5 samples, these samples were characterized approximately 4 months after their
synthesis, first without sonication, then again after 10 minutes of sonication. Below, Figure 7
depicts the Au-IO 1:5 sample data at 4 months old, both with and without sonication.
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Peak: 157.7nm

Peak: 167.3nm

PDI: 23.01%

PDI: 23.67%

Peak: 9.312nm

Peak: 8.616nm

Peak: 10.87nm

Peak: 10.05nm

Figure 7 – The impact of sonication on a 4 month old sample of the 1:5 ratio AuIO NPs
Upon observing the distributions in Figure 7, it appears that sonication helps the Au-IO
NPs go from generally bimodal distribution to almost single peaks. This is particularly evident in
the volume and number distributions, both of which exhibited clear bimodal distributions in the
no sonication graphs but also showed up as a single peak after sonication. It is worth noting that
the variation, as depicted by the standard deviation error bars, decreases for all three
distributions. This overall decrease in sample variation was unexpected; it appears that the
process of sonication leads to more consistent NP sizes and/or shapes. Currently, there is not
enough data to suggest a reason why the sonication functioned in this way, so further exploration
will have to be pursued with future samples.
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When comparing Figure 7 with Figure 5, which depicts the fresh and 1 month old
characterization data of the same sample, it seems clear that the NPs are decreasing in size over
time. For example, the size with the highest intensity frequency % in the fresh NPs was 190.5nm
in hydrodynamic diameter, 178.2nm at 1 month old, and 157.7nm at 4 months old. Similarly, the
size with the highest volume frequency % goes from 77.51nm in the fresh NPs to 17.24nm after
1 month and 9.312nm after 4 months, decreasing in size by 88% over the course of those four
months. Similar trends are observed in the number-based distributions. These trends indicate that
the aging of the NPs almost certainly results in the shrinkage of the NPs. Since the sonicated vs.
not-sonicated distributions showed peaks with ranges more similar than those of the fresh NPs, it
may be believed that the Au-NP shrinkage occurs due to aging rather than because of sonication.
However, given the change from bimodal to single-peak distribution, it is clear that sonication
does alter the sample in some way that is yet to be fully understood.
To determine if sonication is the causal factor in the size increases in the Pt-IO 1:5
sample, additional characterization was also conducted on the sample, also at approximately 4
months after the original sample synthesis. This data is shown below in Figure 8. Overall, these
distributions are almost identical. The primary differences are the higher frequency %’s at sizes
around 690nm in the sonicated samples that were not there in the non-sonicated samples. It may
then be speculated that the sonication step caused low levels of aggregation in the sample, but an
observation from the laboratory suggests otherwise. It was visually observed that not all of the
1:5 Pt-IO sample was retrieved from the plastic vial (visible in Figure 9 in the Appendix) due to
the limitations of the disposable pipet used. The last drop remaining in the vial had floating
particles large enough to be seen by the unassisted human eye; these particles were not observed
to be present in the tested portion of the sample. After the non-sonicated data was collected, the
sample was returned to the vial and sonicated for 10 minutes. When the sample was removed
from the vial again, the final drop of sample appeared uniform with the tested portion of the
sample. Because of these observations, it appears that the increase in larger particle prevalence
with the addition of the sonication step had more to do with including existing large particles
than it had to do with causing aggregation. It would be beneficial to repeat this test with an
additional filtering step before the measurements occur to eliminate existing large particles.
Alternatively, returning the sample to its original vial could be avoided, ensuring that the original
tested sample is exactly the same sample as the sample tested after sonication.
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Peak: 173.5nm

Peak: 218.3nm

PDI: 21.46%

PDI: 22.62%

Peak: 126.8nm

Peak: 98.94nm

Peak: 115.2nm

Peak: 85.46nm

Figure 8 - The impact of sonication on a 4 month old sample of the 1:5 ratio Pt-IO
NPs
In comparing Figure 8 to Figure 6, it appears that the 1:5 Pt-IO NPs did not change much
over time. The distributions are very similar from the first test to the last, although there does
seem to be a shift to the larger sizes by about 20nm. Additionally, the overall standard deviation
appears to decrease in the sample. These changes suggest that the process of aging causes the 1:5
Pt-IO NPs to slowly aggregate, potentially unifying the size and shape of the particles in the
sample, with the exception of the aggregated NPs. Further research will be required before
conclusions may be made regarding this data and the impact of aging or sonication on the NPs.
Beyond the three samples depicted in Figures 4-8, an overall analysis could be made by
computational means to help create a full, statistically-sound analysis of the data. However, due
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to time limitations, this analysis will be delayed until the computational side of this project is
completed. This analysis may benefit from comparing the standard deviation at sample peaks
with the sizes associated with those peaks. Peaks with small error bars indicate a consistent size
of NP included in the sample, while peaks with large error bars may be evidence of aggregation
or non-spherical NPs. Furthermore, if the sample is assumed to have mostly uniform particles, it
may be assumed that different peaks represent the hydrodynamic diameters of the different
dimensions of the NPs, which will be a helpful principle in determining NP shape through
computational methods in future work.
Additional figures with standard deviation distributions, overall intensity, volume, and
number size distribution curves, and concentration-related trends in overall or average data
values can be found in the Appendix.
V.

Conclusions
A.
Summary of Trends
In total, the data collected shows that the sizes of the NPs are generally consistent over

time, and the intensity, volume, and number distributions show few peaks overall, indicating that
the sample NP hydrodynamic diameters do not vary significantly. This speculation based on the
number of peaks is supported by the PDI’s found, which are all relatively low except for the pure
Pt/Au samples, which exhibited higher dispersity likely due to aggregation. Because of the way
the intensity, volume, and number distributions work, the intensity size distribution curves are
most effective at identifying large particles, and the number size distribution curve are most
effective at identifying small particles.
B.
Discussion of Project Greater Impacts
This thesis is part of a larger project, which will ideally create a tool that will prove both
useful and cost effective for small laboratories seeking shape characterization methods. The
combination of computational analysis with the already-simple DLS characterization technique
could mean the development of an all-in-one tool which only requires one type of
characterization to establish an approximation of the NP shape.
C.
Future Work
So far, the work in this project has been lacking in a solid basis of comparison for the
shapes of the NPs measured. However, given the observed variations in standard deviations for
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select size peaks, it may be possible to expand upon the DLS data to find the approximate
particle shapes by computational means. To explain why, let us explore a thought experiment:
imagine you have a sample of non-spherical NPs that have perfectly uniform cylindrical shape.
As the particles move in solution, the DLS records the speed at which the light bouncing off the
particles changes as the particles shift due to Brownian motion, as explained above. Based on the
true dimensions of these cylindrical particles, it would be reasonable to expect the ends of the
cylinder to move faster than the length of the cylinders, which would likely be more constrained
to the particles that surround it. Additionally, since there would be some sizes recorded for the
particles at “in-between” angles, that is, neither exactly perpendicular nor exactly parallel with
the laser in orientation, there would be a distribution of recorded sizes that do not correspond
with either significant particle dimension. However, it is expected that there would be two
significant peaks in recorded hydrodynamic diameter, one of which would correspond to the
length of the cylindrical particles, the other to the end faces. Even in this idealized version,
though, the dimensions found by the DLS are for the hydrodynamic diameter of the observed
dimension, which is the diameter of a perfect sphere that would have the same speed of
Brownian motion observed in the tested particle. That means that even if the experimental
sample contained only perfectly identical particles, DLS would still not be a sufficient means of
collecting dimension data for non-spherical particles. But if a model could predict the scattering
data that the DLS instrument would collect based on the known shape of the particles, the shape
could be confirmed by the experimental DLS intensity-based size distribution curve.
Furthermore, if many models existed to predict the DLS distributions for particles of many
shapes, these models may be compared with the experimental DLS data of a sample with an
unknown shape in order to find the best match and thus determine the approximate shapes of the
samples tested. This method would likely encounter issues with samples that do not have
uniform particles, since the various peaks made by the different dimensions of the NPs would be
difficult to distinguish for different NP sizes, so it would also be important to either find a
synthesis method that results in more consistent NP sizes or filter out large particles to obtain a
more uniform sample.
This method of computational vs. experimental data comparison to determine particle
shape was used in a study by Bacon, et al. to create a light scattering shape characterization
method that they called a “multiangle-multiwavelenth spectrophotometer”.40 Additionally, the
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study by Pencer, et al. which combined SLS and DLS to characterize particle shape included a
great deal of the equations and theory behind their models for predicting the relations between
data and shape, although their particles were approximately spherical, so theirs was a simpler
study of quantifying shape.15 These studies touch on the use of ellipsoidal NPs, and given the
distributions observed in the existing data, it is likely that some of the NPs examined were
ellipsoidal. Thus, the above cited papers will be used in combination with existing NP types to
determine if they are indeed ellipsoids.
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VIII.

Appendix
A.
Safety Measures
Throughout the course of this research project, consistent measures have been taken to

ensure safe handling of the chemicals and samples. Chemical-resistant gloves were worn at all
times during sample synthesis and data collection. Synthesis was conducted entirely in a fume
hood. Additionally, safe clothing was always worn, meaning that all pants were long (no
leggings), all shoes were close-toed, and nothing made of exceptionally flammable or flowy
materials was worn. Figure 7 below depicts the sample containment methods used.
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Figure 9 – Some of the samples made and characterized; IO NP stock solution pictured left, all
Au-NP samples pictured right
B.
Project Outcomes
This project has been presented in part as a poster at the American Institute of Chemical
Engineering 2018 Annual Student Meeting under the title “Effect of Different Ligands on WaterSoluble Iron Oxide Nanoparticle Size”. This project has also been presented in part as a
PowerPoint presentation at the 2018 Southern Conference Undergraduate Research Forum under
the same title. This project has also contributed in part to the research presented in the paper
titled “Integrated Experimental and Computational Approach for Nanoparticle Flow Analysis”
published in Physics Letters A on February 19, 2019.17 Additionally, this project will be
presented in part at the 2019 UTC CECS Technology Symposium, and this project will be
presented in full at the 2019 UTC Research Dialogues.
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C.

Raw Data
1.

Overall Data & Distributions

Figure 10 – Intensity-based hydrodynamic diameter distribution curves for Au-IO NPs

Figure 11 – Volume-based hydrodynamic diameter distribution curves for Au-IO NPs
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Figure 12 – Number-based hydrodynamic diameter distribution curves for Au-IO NPs

Figure 13 – Intensity-based hydrodynamic diameter distribution curves for Pt-IO NPs
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Figure 14 – Volume-based hydrodynamic diameter distribution curves for Pt-IO NPs

Figure 15 – Number-based hydrodynamic diameter distribution curves for Pt-IO NPs
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Figure 16 – Trends in Au NP intensity-based distribution data, correlating to the concentration
of Au in each NP sample

Figure 17 – Trends in Au NP number-based distribution data, correlating to the concentration of
Au in each NP sample
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Figure 18 – Trends in Au NP volume-based distribution data, correlating to the concentration of
Au in each sample.

Figure 19 – Trends in Pt NP intensity-based distribution data, correlating to the concentration of
Pt in each sample.
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Figure 20 – Trends in Pt NP volume-based distribution data, correlating to the concentration of
Pt in each sample.

Figure 21 – Trends in Pt NP number-based distribution data, correlating to the concentration of
Pt in each sample.
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Figure 22 – Trends in the “trend fit error” value calculated automatically by the DLS instrument,
correlating to the concentration of Pt/Au in each sample.

Figure 23 – Trends in the “diffusion coefficient” value calculated automatically by the DLS
instrument, correlating to the concentration of Pt/Au in each sample.
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Figure 24 – Trends in the polydispersity index (PDI) value calculated automatically by the DLS
instrument, correlating to the concentration of Pt/Au in each sample.

Figure 25 – Intensity, volume, and number-based trends in the undersize span of the Au-IO NPs,
correlating to the concentration of Au in each sample. Undersize span is a value derived from the
statistical extremes and average values for size, useful for looking at the variety in the data.
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Figure 26 – Intensity, volume, and number-based trends in the undersize span of the Pt-IO NPs,
correlating to the concentration of Pt in each sample. Undersize span is a value derived from the
statistical extremes and average values for size, useful for looking at the variety in the data.

2.
Au NP Standard Deviation Data
The following figures will be in order from the lowest concentration of Au in the NPs to
the highest concentration.
Note: the figures for the following Au samples are included in the text: Reduced, 1:5 fresh, 1:5 1
month old
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Peak: 180.6nm
PDI: 25.04%

Peak: 9.539nm

Peak: 8.837nm

Figure 27 – The intensity, volume, and number-based distributions of hydrodynamic diameter
with trends in standard deviation for the Au-IO 1:10, 1 month old sample data
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Peak: 222.4nm
PDI: 25.59%

Peak: 98.68nm

Peak: 71.68nm

Figure 28 –The intensity, volume, and number-based distributions of hydrodynamic diameter
with trends in standard deviation for the Au-IO 1:25, 1 month old sample data
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Peak: 259.5nm
PDI: 26.13%

Peak: 108.2nm

Peak: 81.05nm

Figure 29 – The intensity, volume, and number-based distributions of hydrodynamic diameter
with trends in standard deviation for the Au-IO 1:50 sample data
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Peak: 264.2nm
PDI: 26.04%

Peak: 109.5nm

Peak: 82.10nm

Figure 30 – The intensity, volume, and number-based distributions of hydrodynamic diameter
with trends in standard deviation for the Pt-IO 1:50, 1 month old sample data
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Peak: 216.5nm
PDI: 25.63%

Peak: 107.4nm

Peak: 80.14nm

Figure 31 – The intensity, volume, and number-based distributions of hydrodynamic diameter
with trends in standard deviation for the Au-IO 1:100, 1 month old sample data
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3.
Pt NP Standard Deviation Data
Similar to the Au NP data, the following figures will be in order from the highest
concentration of Pt in the NPs to the highest concentration.
Note: the figures for the following Pt samples are included in the text: 1:5 fresh, 1:5 1 month old

Peak: 839.3nm
PDI: 44.16%

Peak: 402.9nm

Peak: 43.04nm

Figure 32 – The intensity, volume, and number-based distributions of hydrodynamic diameter
with trends in standard deviation for the Pt Reduced NPs sample data
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Peak: 2449nm
PDI: 36.21%

Peak: 314.3nm

Peak: 60.72nm

Figure 33 – The intensity, volume, and number-based distributions of hydrodynamic diameter
with trends in standard deviation for the Pt Reduced NPs, 1 month old sample data
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Peak: 232.8nm
PDI: 27.44%

Peak: 107.2nm

Peak: 75.50nm

Figure 34 – The intensity, volume, and number-based distributions of hydrodynamic diameter
with trends in standard deviation for the Pt-IO 1:10 sample data
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Peak: 263.2nm
PDI: 26.96%

Peak: 98.49nm

Peak: 72.07nm

Figure 35 – The intensity, volume, and number-based distributions of hydrodynamic diameter
with trends in standard deviation for the Pt-IO 1:25 sample data
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Peak: 269.7nm
PDI: 25.71%

Peak: 107.1nm

Peak: 79.09nm

Figure 36 – The intensity, volume, and number-based distributions of hydrodynamic diameter
with trends in standard deviation for the Pt-IO 1:50 sample data
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Peak: 148.6nm
PDI: 23.69%

Peak: 85.49nm

Peak: 65.07nm

Figure 37 – The intensity, volume, and number-based distributions of hydrodynamic diameter
with trends in standard deviation for the Pt-IO 1:100 sample data
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Peak: 151.1nm
PDI: 24.92%

Peak: 96.13nm

Peak: 72.81nm

Figure 38 – The intensity, volume, and number-based distributions of hydrodynamic diameter
with trends in standard deviation for the Pt-IO 1:100, 1 month old sample data
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4.
Au NP Standard Deviation Data
Note that the standard deviations could not be calculated because the sample was not
measured in triplicate, as the rest of the samples. This sample was measured before measuring in
triplicate became standard.

Peak: 331.6nm
Peak: 21.15%

Peak: 354.2nm

Peak: 243.2nm

Figure 39 – The intensity, volume, and number-based distributions of hydrodynamic diameter
with trends in standard deviation for the IO core NPs sample data
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